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➢ July 1 Approved Budget vs 1st Interim Report

1. 1st Interim analysis projects an improved Ending Fund Balance 
(EFB) . 

2. Unrestricted EFB of $24,064,481 vs. $18,845,796.  

3. No deficit spending in approved budget or 1st Interim budget.

4. No contribution to Fund 56 due to QSCB payoff in October 
2020.

5. Declining enrollment continues to affect the district.

6. Costs associated with the reopening of schools.
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➢ Revenues

1. Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) increase of  $7,233,975 
due enactment of deferrals that begin in February 2021, rather 
than the deficit used by CDE for the July 1 Adopted Budget.

2. 2019-20  P-2 ADA (average daily attendance) of  8,150.12 is 
being used for the LCFF calculation.  Hold harmless provision 
on ADA expires in 2022-23; being referred to as a “funding 
cliff” for declining enrollment districts.

3.    Federal Revenues – Known increases have been incorporated
into this area such as carryover and revised known  
entitlements, which resulted in an increase of $11,698,218. 
CARES Act Funds comprise $10,174,266 of the increase. (see    
Table  III in narrative)
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➢ Revenues

4.   State Revenues – Known increases have been incorporated 
in this area as well with a resulting increase of $289,478. 

The increase is mainly due to carryover from the Low Performing 
Student Block Grant in the amount of $130,838 as well as the ASES 
Kids Coding Grant of $102,371.  The regular ASES program was 
allowed to carryover $44,715 into 20/21 due to the disruption of 
programs in 19/20.  This is a one-time situation and not allowed in a 
normal year.  (see Table IV in narrative)

5.   Local Revenues have been evaluated and remain status quo 
for the 1st Interim. (see Table V in narrative)
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➢ Expenditures

The following are significant changes in the projected expenditures
budget:

1. Positions were extensively reviewed and amended accordingly in order to 

accurately budget based on position control. Temporary positions funded by 

CARES Act were also added to position control.  Special Education positions 

needing to be contracted (difficult to fill) were updated as well.

2. All non-position based (subs, hourly, overtime, extra time, etc.) amounts were also 

reviewed.  

3. All remaining salary related changes such as step/column and new hires have also 

been incorporated into the 1st Interim Budget.
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➢ Expenditures

5.   Books and Supplies areas of the budget were changed to reflect 

CARES Act expenditures, mainly in technology for students and 

teachers. Textbook adoptions have been budgeted for 2021-22 

($628,000) and 2022-23 ($500,000)

6.   Services and Other Operating Expenditures were also updated to
reflect CARES Act expenditure for supplemental software used to 
support distance learning. 
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➢ Revenues

1. Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) – It is being projected 
to decrease by $94,313 for 2021-22.

2. For 2022-23 LCFF funding is projected to decrease by an 
additional $1,942,866 for a total of $2,037,179 over two years.

3. PY P-2 ADA for 2021-22 of 7953.90 and 2022-23 of 7766.11 is 
projected excluding MCOE ADA.
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➢ Revenues

5. Federal Revenues have been projected with no reduction or 
increases for F.Y. 2021-22 & 2022-23 assuming that funding 
will remain flat. No One-Time monies are being budgeted for 
these two years.

6.  State Revenues outside the LCFF have been projected with no 
increase for 2021-22 and 2022-23.  

7.  Local revenues are being projected to remain flat for the two  
subsequent fiscal years or 2021-22 and 2022-23.
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➢ Expenditures

1. No salary increase has been budgeted for the two subsequent years. Only step 

and column at 1.5% movement for certificated and classified employee groups 

has been included.

2. Benefits are being projected with increases in the following areas:

2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

CalSTRS 16.15% 16.00% (-0.15%) 18.10% (+2.10%)

CalPERS 20.70% 23.00% (+2.30%) 26.30% (+3.30)

H&W 0.0% +0.00% +0.00%

3. Supplies and Services show projected increases for 2021-22 and 2022-23 due 

to planned textbook adoptions. F.Y. 2021-22 and 2022-23 shows a reduction of 

37% restricted for a total of $4,910,591 due to one-time grants coming to an 

end and the reductions of CARES Act expenditures.
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➢ Expenditures

4. The Contracts area shows status quo in Unrestricted funds and a decrease of 

12% in Restricted funds due to the close out of CARES Act funds.

5. The Capital Outlay area remains status quo across the board in all three years.
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 Based on the  State’s  present financial picture, the current 
analysis shows the District will be able to meets its obligations for 
the current and two subsequent years based on variable factors in 
place for the First Interim Report.

 Based on the projected balances shown in this review, SCESD can 
show a positive certification this year, and a positive certification 
for the following two years.

 Next Steps
▪ Governor’s January Budget Proposal for 2021-22

▪ 2nd Interim to be presented March 2021
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